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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a novel concept of integrating “macro-mobility” information obtained from the sociological movement pattern of mobile MANET users into routing. The extraction of this mobility information is based on our observation that the movement of a mobile user exhibits a partially repetitive “orbital” pattern involving a set of “hubs” in practice. This partially deterministic movement pattern is both practical and useful in locating nodes and routing packets to them without the need for constant tracking or flooding. Leveraging on this hub-based orbital pattern, we propose a Sociological Orbit aware Location Approximation and Routing (SOLAR) protocol. Through extensive performance analysis we show that SOLAR significantly outperforms conventional routing protocols like Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and Location Aided Routing (LAR) in terms of higher data throughput, lower control overhead, and lower end-to-end delay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A Mobile Ad Hoc NETwork (MANET) is an infrastructure less group of wireless mobile devices that willfully cooperate to forward packets for one another. Recently, node mobility has been shown to have a significant impact on the routing protocol performance [1]. Many mobility models have been proposed to model the movement of wireless users. The Random Waypoint model [2] has been a favorite for its simplicity and suitability for theoretical study and analysis. In this model, the movement of a node alternates between choosing a destination point randomly within the terrain and moving towards it linearly with a velocity randomly selected from a specified range, and pausing there for a random period of time. However, in reality, nodes (i.e., MANET users) move with some purposes in mind (e.g., going from a conference room to a cafeteria) in addition to certain restrictions (e.g., geographical constraints) resulting in certain amount of determinism in their motion.

In the light of growing need for more practical and realistic mobility modeling, a new line of research has emerged, focusing on several Entity based ([3], [4], [5]), Group based ([6], [7], [8]), and Scenario based ([9], [10], [11]) mobility models/frameworks. Entity based models are driven by individual node characteristics, while Group based models concentrate on the collective movement of a group of nodes that deviate marginally from the characteristics of a leader node. Alternately, Scenario based models account for the geographical constraints on real life movement.

On parallel lines, the problem of routing in an ad hoc network has received significant attention from the research community, with numerous proposals for combating the undermining effect of mobility in ad hoc networks. Among the many routing protocols described in literature: Proactive and Reactive, the latter is more suited for highly mobile ad hoc networks due to its on demand nature and resource consideration. Existing work in this area has suggested source routing protocols that adopted various optimization techniques, such as caching of paths (e.g., [2]) to reduce path request overhead, and caching of node velocity (e.g., [12]) to approximate node locations. Others ([13], [14]) have suggested the use of virtual backbones to ease the adaptation of routing protocols to mobility. With the advent of newer and affordable technology like GPS receivers [15], and other localization techniques, location management schemes coupled with routing strategies (e.g., [16], [17]) have also been shown to offer efficient routing solutions for MANET.

On the other hand, the authors in [18] have shown that the mobility of nodes may help increase the theoretical MANET capacity. In addition, work has also been done ([19], [20], [21]) to explore the possibility of using the mobility information of individual nodes to facilitate selection of next hop or link break prediction. Most recently, work on Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) [22] has addressed routing issues with different information oracles under completely deterministic mobility of nodes, such as satellites and buses. However, no prior work has studied the “macro-level” sociological movement pattern of MANET users and its potential benefit in designing efficient routing protocols.

In this paper, we identify a partially deterministic “orbital” movement pattern around specific places of social interest, called “hubs” at a macro-level. We use the term macro-level mobility to drive the point that our abstraction does not depend on the exact movement within a hub, or in between hubs. Rather, our abstraction only specifies a set of hubs where a node will visit and spend a significant amount of time in them, without having to follow a rigid schedule or route (i.e., partially deterministic). The orbital movement pattern is not only general enough to be realistic, but is also specific enough to be useful. Leveraging on this mobility, we also propose an effective routing scheme for MANET that we call...
Sociological Orbit aware Location Approximation and Routing (SOLAR) protocol. To the best of our knowledge, SOLAR is the first protocol that takes advantage of the spatial/temporal locality of mobile users around their hubs. At the same time, SOLAR is highly amenable to efficient implementation, since it does not require constant location updates for tracking mobile nodes. Extensive numerical results are presented to establish the simplicity and superiority of SOLAR over other conventional protocols, such as DSR and LAR in terms of higher data throughput, lower control overhead, and shorter end-to-end delay.

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. In Section II, we motivate our work by discussing the sociological movement pattern of MANET users, and illustrate the “Random Orbit” model as an example. In Section III, we provide the details of the proposed Sociological Orbit aware Location Approximation and Routing (SOLAR) protocol and illustrate its use in a common and realistic MANET scenario. In Section IV, we evaluate the performance of SOLAR through simulations, and show that it is superior to DSR and LAR. We conclude this work in Section V.

II. SOCIOLOGICAL MOVEMENT PATTERN

In the real world, mobile users move with certain purposes in mind (e.g., going from a conference room to a cafeteria) in addition to being subject to other restrictions (e.g., geographical constraints). One of the important implications of the above observation is that users routinely spend a considerable amount of time at a few specific place(s) that we refer to as hub(s). For example, a graduate student attending a technical convention may intermittently visit and spend a significant amount of time in different rooms hosting say Conference Track 1, Workshop 2, Tutorials 2, Cafeteria, etc. Although it is hard to keep track of an individual at all times (and may even be against certain personal privacy policies to track him continuously), most user’s movements are within and in between their respective hubs. Also, these hubs may be visited by the individual in some probabilistic sequence, and constitutes the user’s partially deterministic mobility profile. Thus, even if we do not know the exact location of the graduate student at any given time, we may identify a list of possible places (e.g. workshop 2, cafeteria) as part of his/her mobility profile.

Yet another implication of this orbital movement pattern is that an user’s mobility exhibits a time and space based hierarchy. For example, on a typical weekday, the graduate student could leave home for school in the morning, visit the gymnasium in the evening, and return home at night. Similarly, the student may stay in his home town for a few weeks and visit friends and family in other cities over some weekend, forming yet another higher level nation-wide orbit. This hierarchical concept is illustrated in Figure 1. Please note that although a MANET may not be feasible at all levels of this hierarchy, our intention is to highlight the existence of this orbital mobility pattern at all levels, including the ones potentially containing a MANET.

Interestingly, an orbit is one of the most natural forms of motion observed in the microscopic world of molecules, as well as in the planetary universe. However, such natural orbits are mostly deterministic, and their continuous motion does not have the notion of special places like hubs.

Our orbital movement pattern differs from existing mobility patterns studied in literature, in that it neither models the motion of the users at a micro-level (i.e., on small time scales or within small distances), nor predicts user locations via historical/statistical tracking information ([19], [20], [21]). It also differs from the deterministic mobility patterns assumed within DTN, where either exact locations of a node can be predicted with an appropriate “oracle”, or no location information is available. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has explored the implication of such a macro-level partially deterministic sociological mobility pattern and its application to routing in MANET, despite its practicality.

A. An Example Random Orbit Model

To facilitate our discussion of Sociological Orbit aware Location Approximation and Routing (SOLAR) within MANET, we first present a simple yet practical mobility framework called the Random Orbit. As mentioned in Section II, sociological movement pattern ties an individual node’s movement to several special regions or hubs within a terrain. The Random Orbit model allows for the creation of a certain number of hubs within the simulation terrain for all the nodes, as specified by the parameter Total Hubs. These hubs are located at random places within the terrain, and as a result they may or may not overlap with each other. Each node can visit a subset of randomly chosen hubs creating a Random Orbit. The list of hubs a node visits is bounded by Hub List Size, and the time it spends in each hub is specified by Hub Stay Time. Together, these two parameters define an Inter-hub Orbit (IHO). We also allow for an occasional change in the specific list of hubs assigned to a node in its IHO by defining an IHO Timeout, upon which a node is assigned a new list of hubs to visit.

Without loss of generality, each hub is considered to be rectangular, with the length on each side bounded by Hub Size. The mobility pattern of individual nodes shall comprise of two parts: movement inside a hub, and movement in between hubs.

![Fig. 1. A hierarchical view of sociological orbits](image-url)
In our work, the movement inside each hub, which shall also be referred to as the Intra-hub Movement (IHM), was chosen to follow the Random Waypoint mobility model, whose speed range is denoted by Intra-hub Speed, and whose pause time is denoted by Intra-hub Pause. Note that a non-zero minimum for the Hub Speed should be chosen to overcome the decaying average speed problem associated with Random Waypoint, as suggested in [23]. For movement in between hubs, we define a Point-to-Point Linear (P2P Linear) model. In this model, when a node wants to leave one hub for another, it randomly selects a point within the destination hub and moves towards it linearly from its current position with a velocity defined by the range Inter-hub Speed. While these two models are chosen for simplicity, the point to be noted here is that for each of the two parts, any known practical mobility models may be chosen. Additionally, the purpose of the Random Orbit model is not simply to integrate two common mobility models (Random Waypoint, and P2P Linear) into our hierarchical orbital framework, but most importantly, it also introduces the practical orbital movement amongst hubs.

Figure 2 illustrates the Random Orbit model as described above. The Random Orbit model is suitable for modeling wireless devices carried by users working in an office building, attending a convention, or around a campus. As users move around, devices either automatically, or with the user’s permission/assistance may record the hubs visited most often, and share the hub-based orbital mobility profile with trusted “acquaintances”. Such mobility profile can then help improve routing as described next.

![Fig. 2. The random orbit model](image)

III. SOCIOLOGICAL ORBIT AWARE LOCATION APPROXIMATION AND ROUTING (SOLAR)

In this section, we describe our Sociological Orbit aware Location Approximation and Routing (SOLAR) protocol, which to the best of our knowledge, is among the first to make use of macro-level sociological mobility profiles of MANET users in obtaining approximate location information of mobile users as well as in improving routing.

A. Protocol Overview

Several motivations for peer collaboration (among acquaintances) were discussed by the authors in [24]. In [25], we proposed an Acquaintance Based Soft Location Management (ABSoLoM) technique that shed light on the advantages of using acquaintances to form a distributed location database. Although one of the basic concepts in SOLAR is also the use of acquaintances, it differs from ABSoLoM in at least two significant ways. First, nodes in ABSoLoM use a formal acquaintanceship request and response among a few selected nodes that ensure the acquaintanceship to be mutual. Second, acquaintances not only cached each other’s exact location coordinates, but also kept each other informed of their current coordinates through frequent location updates. In SOLAR however, acquaintanceship need not be mutual. As soon as one node gets to know of another node’s hub list, it will treat the other node as an acquaintance and cache its hub list information. This knowledge may be gained either by mutual exchange of hub list information when the nodes are within radio range of each other, or through a trusted third party (e.g., common acquaintance). Also, since the orbital mobility profile (i.e., the hub list information) of a node stays valid for a much longer time when compared to its exact location, SOLAR can significantly reduce control overhead in terms of location updates when the average network mobility is high. More specifically, in SOLAR, each node only needs to know the terrain in terms of the hubs (i.e., their coordinates) in addition to its own location. Each node periodically broadcasts its current location and hub list in a Hello message to facilitate both neighbor discovery (required for Inter-hub geographic routing of packets) and hub list sharing (for forming new acquaintances). Only those source-destination pairs involved in an active data connection need to notify each other by “location updates” if there is a change in any of their hub lists (as a result of an occasional IHO Timeout). A more detailed description of packet routing in SOLAR is as follows.

B. Information Query Propagation and Response

In SOLAR, all packets (query, response, data, update) are sent from one node (e.g., source) towards the hub list of another node (e.g., destination), unless the destination is a radio neighbor, in which case the data is directly transmitted. The packet header of any packet destined towards an acquaintance who is not a radio neighbor contains the hub list of the destination node. Routing from the source to a hub is accomplished by “greedy geographic forwarding” [16], where each intermediate node chooses its next hop from amongst its neighbors who is closest to the destination than itself (see Section III-D for more details).

If no information about the destination’s hub list is available, the source first selects a subset of its acquaintances (as described in Section III-E). For each chosen acquaintance, a separate query is sent to the hubs in that acquaintance’s hub list. Transmission from a node to its acquaintance will be referred to as a logical hop here after, which often consists of multiple physical hops. An acquaintance responds to this query packet if it knows of a valid hub list of the destination. As an optimization, intermediate nodes (that are not acquaintances of the source) are also allowed to snoop into query packets and respond to them if possible.
If the acquaintance does not know the destination’s hub list, it forwards the query to a chosen subset of its own acquaintances. However, if the number of logical hops exceeds a specified threshold, the query packet is dropped by the acquaintance. If all the query packets are similarly dropped, the source will time out and may either drop the data packet, or retry sending new query packets to a different subset of its acquaintances, or resort to simple flooding of query packets.

If the query reaches the destination itself, it not only responds with its own hub list, but also indicates the current hub it is in. The current hub information is cached by the source and used for subsequent delivery of data in the same session. The cache timeout value for this current hub information will be based on the average Hub Stay Time of a node. Similarly, the hub list information itself will be cached at the source for a time proportional to the average IHO Timeout.

C. Packet Transmission to a Hub List

Once the source of any packet (query, response, data, update) knows the hub list information for that packet’s destination, it first checks to see if the current hub information for that destination is available. If that information is unavailable, one copy of the packet is geographically forwarded towards (the center of) each of the hubs (i.e., simulcast) in the hub list of the destination. However, if the information is available, a single packet is geographically forwarded to (the center of) that current hub. In either case, the source inserts its own hub list and current hub information into the packet header, that helps the destination of that packet to respond back to the source.

Specially for data packets, when the first data packet is sent, a “data session” is considered active, which expires when no data is generated/sent within a specified interval. Throughout that active data session, the source keeps inserting his current hub and hub list information into each data packet to keep its location information updated at the destination. The destination of that active data session reciprocates with its current hub and hub list information in an update packet (which can double as an ACK) on getting the first data packet. From then on, whenever the destination moves out of its current hub, or starts to orbit a different hub list (on an IHO Timeout), it notifies the source of the change by sending a update packet towards the current hub of the source. Since such update packets are restricted between the two ends of an active session only, they are sent out infrequently and incur little overhead.

Note that sending to the current hub is just an optimization attempt. If the destination is not in that current hub when the data arrives, the data can be cached by nodes in that hub for a limited amount of time. This will allow the destination to retrieve it later, if it visits that hub as part of its orbital movement. Just before the cached data is to be purged, the node that is closest to the center of the hub may simulcast copies of that data to the other hubs in the list of the destination. Of course, the source may also time out and decide to take an appropriate action (as discussed above).

D. Use of Geographic forwarding for Packet Delivery

When the source of any packet wishes to send that packet to a hub (possibly containing the destination of that packet), it uses greedy geographic forwarding as mentioned before. As each intermediate node performs greedy geographic forwarding to push the packet closer to the intended hub’s center coordinates, if a local maxima (also called a “geographic hole”) occurs (i.e., no neighbor closer to the hub than itself), this node broadcasts the packet to all its neighbors. A neighbor in turn checks if any of its neighbors is closer to the hub than the intermediate node which started this broadcast. If it finds any such neighbor, it forwards the packet to it. Otherwise, it may either drop the data packet, or employ techniques to route around geographic holes as suggested in literature [17].

If the Hub Size is fairly large compared to the Radio Range of the nodes, once any packet reaches (i.e. enters) a hub before reaching the destination, an Intra-hub flooding (of the packet by the nodes within the hub) may be performed (as the exact coordinates of the destination may not be available). This is also done if the source itself lies in one of the hubs in the destination’s hub list, in which case the source itself initiates the Intra-hub flooding in an attempt to reach the destination. Such Intra-hub flooding is not required when the Hub Size is comparable (or smaller) to the Radio Range since a packet can be overheard by all the nodes in the hub as it is geographically forwarded to the center of the hub.

In addition, an Intra-hub flooding (if required) will introduce marginal overhead since a packet will only require to be flooded across a couple of radio hops to effectively cover the entire hub. To support such limited flooding, all packets are uniquely identified by a tuple (source, destination, sequence id), which enables nodes to identify and drop duplicate packets. On the other hand, if the hub sizes are large, “gossiping” [26] or other parametric probabilistic routing may be used to limit the flooding overhead.

E. Querying a Subset of Acquaintances

A node may make a lot of acquaintances over its life time. Hence, to reduce the overhead due to the query/response packets, it needs to minimize the number of acquaintances it will query at any given time. On the other hand, since each acquaintance A_i covers (i.e., visits) a list of hubs H_i, this minimum subset of acquaintances need to be carefully chosen to maximize the coverage of hubs, thereby increasing the chances of obtaining the destination’s information.

Let the hub list of an acquaintance A_i be denoted by H_i = \{h_{i1}, h_{i2}, ..., h_{im}\}, where each h_{ji} is a particular hub. Let H be the set of hub lists \{H_1, H_2, ..., H_n\} covered by a node’s acquaintances A_1, A_2, ..., A_n. Let C be the set of hubs covered by all its acquaintances. That is, C = H_1 \cup H_2 \cup ... \cup H_n. Our objective is to find a minimum subset, H' \subseteq H \ s.t.:

\forall h_i \in C, \exists H_j \in H', \ s.t. \ h_i \in H_j

This is a minimum Set Cover problem, which is known to be NP Complete [27]. To find an heuristic solution, we have adopted the Quine-McCluskey technique [28], [29] used widely in Boolean Algebra for minimization of boolean
expressions. Other approaches such as “Greedy Set Cover” [30] or “Linear Programming” based solutions are also possible and shall be looked into as part of our future work. To describe the Quine-McCluskey method used, we first define a few terms as follows.

**Prime Acquaintance:** An acquaintance \( A_i \) with hub list \( H_i \) is a Prime acquaintance if there is no other single acquaintance \( A_j \) whose hub list \( H_j \) includes \( H_i \) (i.e., \( \forall A_j, s.t. H_j \supseteq H_i \)). Formally, \( A_i \) (with \( H_j \)) is a Prime acquaintance iff:
\[
\forall A_j \text{ (with } H_j \text{), } s.t. \forall h_k \in H_i, h_k \in H_j \Rightarrow h_k \in H_j
\]

For example, let \( H_1 = \{1, 2\} \), \( H_2 = \{2, 3, 4\} \), \( H_3 = \{1, 4\} \), and \( H_4 = \{3, 4\} \), be the hub lists of acquaintances \( A_1, A_2, A_3, \) and \( A_4 \). Since none of \( A_2, A_3 \) or \( A_4 \) alone covers all the hubs of \( A_1, A_1 \) is a Prime acquaintance. Following the same principle, both \( A_2 \) and \( A_3 \) are also Prime acquaintances, whereas \( A_4 \) is not (since \( H_2 \not\supseteq H_4 \)).

**Essential Prime Acquaintance:** This is a Prime acquaintance that covers at least one hub that is not covered by any other Prime acquaintance. Let \( P = \{H_{p_1}, H_{p_2}, \ldots \} \) be the set of all the hub lists of Prime acquaintances \( \{A_{p_1}, A_{p_2}, \ldots \} \). Then, a Prime acquaintance \( A_p \), with hub list \( H_{p_i} \) would be an Essential Prime acquaintance iff:
\[
\exists h_k \in H_{p_i}, \ s.t. \ \forall h_{p_j} \in P \ (j \neq i), \ h_k \notin H_{p_j}
\]

Continuing with the previous example, even though \( A_1 \) is a Prime acquaintance, it does not cover any hub that is not already covered by either \( A_2 \) or \( A_3 \). So \( A_1 \) is not an Essential Prime acquaintance. Following the same principle, \( A_3 \) is not an Essential Prime acquaintance either. However, \( A_2 \) covers hub 3 that is not covered by any other Prime acquaintance (i.e., \( A_1 \) and \( A_3 \)). Although, \( A_4 \) covered hub 3, \( A_4 \) is not a Prime acquaintance, and hence ignored. Thus, \( A_2 \) is the only Essential Prime acquaintance in our example.

To query the optimal subset of acquaintances, a node first examines the hub lists of its acquaintances and determines its Prime and Essential Prime acquaintances. All the Essential Prime acquaintances are then chosen, and all the hubs in \( C \) that they cover are marked. If any hub in \( C \) is left unmarked, a non-essential Prime acquaintance covering the maximum number of unmarked hubs is chosen next, and the corresponding hubs are marked. This procedure is repeated by adding one more non-essential Prime acquaintance at a time, until all the hubs in \( C \) get marked. In the above example, first \( A_2 \) get chosen (being an Essential Prime acquaintance), following which any one of the other Prime acquaintances (\( A_1 \) or \( A_3 \)) will be chosen to cover hub 1, that is not covered by \( A_2 \). Moreover, to minimize the number of responses generated for a particular query, the source may “anycast” (send to any one of a list of destinations) query packets to hubs that are common to the list of multiple acquaintances. Thus, in our example if eventually \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) get selected, separate query packets will go for \( A_1 \) to hub 1 and for \( A_2 \) to hubs 3 and 4, but a single anycast packet destined for any of \( A_1 \) or \( A_2 \) will be sent to the common hub 2. In addition to reduced responses, this will also minimize the number of query packets generated, leading to lower control overhead.

**IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS**

In this section, we describe our extensive simulation study to compare the performance of the SOLAR protocol with that of DSR and LAR scheme 1 (LAR1) using GloMoSim [31]. We implement two versions of the SOLAR protocol, SOLAR-1 and SOLAR-2. In SOLAR-1, a node sends Hello packets containing its own hub list to its 1-hop neighbors (i.e., nodes within its radio range), and only caches the hub lists of those neighbors. In SOLAR-2, each Hello packet also contains the hub lists of the 1-hop neighbors in addition to the node’s own hub list. This allows nodes to cache the hub lists of the nodes that are either 1 or 2 radio hops away. In both versions of SOLAR, we use 2 as the threshold value for the number of logical hops any query packet may take before it is dropped. In this way, the query packets will only be sent to source’s acquaintances, and their acquaintances. For comparison, we borrow the DSR and LAR1 implementations already available in the GloMoSim distribution.

For the simulation scenario, we consider a MANET built within a corporate campus consisting of several buildings (hubs). Corporate employees spend most of their time within the hubs and intermittently move in between hubs. To model realistic speeds of mobile users within such a MANET, we considered the work in [32], [33]. We summarize real life speed values for various activities in Table I and fix the Orbit Inter-hub and Intra-hub speed parameters accordingly.

We chose three metrics to evaluate the performance of each protocol as described below:

**Data Throughput:** This metric is defined as the ratio of the total number of data packets received correctly by all destinations, to the total number of data packets generated by all sources.

**Relative Control Overhead:** This metric is defined as the amount of control information (measured in bytes) that each node sends for each successfully received data packet in the network. For both LAR and DSR, we consider the Route Request, Route Reply, and Route Error packets as the control packets. In SOLAR, the control packets are Hello, Hub List Query, Hub List Response, and Location Update packets. Although, in SOLAR, the control packets have larger size (in bytes) due to the mobility information contained in them, we show via simulations that both the overhead and delay are lower than those in DSR and LAR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>Average Olympic Record</td>
<td>1.34 m/s ≈ 4.02 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running</td>
<td>Average Olympic Record</td>
<td>4.00 m/s ≈ 10.00 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling</td>
<td>Average Olympic Record</td>
<td>8.94 m/s ≈ 13.89 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Approximation Factor for End-to-End Delay: The end-to-end delay measures the time from when a data packet is generated at the source, to the time when it is correctly received by the destination. Thus, this delay incorporates the time taken to discover a path to the destination (in DSR and LAR), or the time taken to discover the destination’s hub list (in SOLAR). Packets not delivered by any protocol are excluded from the calculation for that protocol, which may raise “fairness” concerns as to be discussed later. To account for this, we calculate the ratio of the delay observed in simulation and the minimum possible delay for a data packet in an ideal case, and call it the approximation factor for end-to-end delay. The latter is the time taken by a packet, right after being generated, to make its way to the destination via minimum number of radio hops without any MAC contention, network queuing delay, etc. This minimum number of radio hops is in turn obtained by dividing the straight line distance between the source and the destination by the radio range. We use the same minimum ideal delay per radio hop while calculating the approximation factor for each of the three protocols.

The main reason for dividing the observed delay of each packet by the ideal delay of that packet is to account for the fact that different protocols can successfully deliver different data packets, and thus may incur different end-to-end delays. If a protocol (e.g., DSR) only delivers packets to nearby destinations and drops packets to far away ones, the average end-to-end delay per received packet would inevitably be lower than that in a protocol (e.g., SOLAR), which delivers to destinations both near and far. The approximation factor measures the end-to-end delay relative to the “optimum” delay and thus introduces a sense of fairness in the delay performance comparisons.

Table II lists the major parameters used in the simulations. In what follows, we will examine how different parameters such as Total Hubs (given a fixed terrain), Hub Size, Inter-hub Speed, Radio Range, and the total Number of Nodes affect the protocol performance. To that end, we vary one of these five factors while fixing all others parameters. Each plot in the following graphs is an average of 5 simulation runs with varying random seeds.

A. Variation in Total number of Hubs

The number of hubs in the terrain affects protocol performance due to its direct impact on the expected node density within hubs, and the hub list sizes of each node, thereby affecting the protocol performance as described below.

Data Throughput: Figure 3(a) shows the data throughput of all the protocols with varying number of hubs. SOLAR-2 and SOLAR-1 perform the best with LAR1 showing comparable results. DSR has the lowest values for this metric.

The number of hubs seems to have little impact on SOLAR-2, SOLAR-1 and LAR1 but has an interesting impact on DSR. With a few very hubs, the number of nodes that happen to stay within each hub at any given time can be very large. This elevates the broadcast storm problem (increased MAC layer contention) in DSR when flooding of discovery packets is attempted by any node, leading to unsuccessful route discovery and poor throughput. The performance of DSR improves with the number of hubs, but after a point, it deteriorates once again. This is because the hub list sizes of nodes also increases with the number of hubs, and as a result, the nodes enjoy greater freedom of movement within the terrain, adversely affecting DSR by increasing the chances of route failures.

LAR1 employs the caching of velocity and location information that helps in limiting the amount of flooding required, thereby resulting in much better performance. In the SOLAR protocols, as long as there is Inter-hub movement whence the hub list information is shared amongst nodes, there is sufficient means to locate nodes and route packets to them, irrespective of the number of hubs.

Relative Control Overhead: From Figure 3(b), we note that LAR1 has the highest overhead, followed by SOLAR-1, DSR and SOLAR-2 respectively. The majority of the overhead in flooding based protocols such as LAR1 and DSR is due to the route discovery process. Specifically, in LAR1, routes are discovered iteratively by increasing the size of the region where a destination is expected to be found. When the number of hubs is very low, they may be located far apart, requiring nodes to travel long distances as part of their IHO. This leads to nodes moving out of LAR1’s estimated region, causing repeated flooding and consequently increases the control overhead. On the other hand, if the number of hubs (and the hub list size along with it) is very large, nodes enjoy greater freedom of movement within the terrain. This too is not favorable for LAR1 for a similar reason as above. This is why a moderate number of hubs seems to result in a lower control overhead in LAR1.

DSR adopts a less aggressive flooding scheme and is shown to have a lower overhead than LAR1. In the case of SOLAR protocols, the periodic HELLO beacon in SOLAR-2 contains more information than that of SOLAR-1. Thus, the overhead in SOLAR-2 is more than that of SOLAR-1. More specifically, in SOLAR, hub lists stay valid for a longer time (than location coordinates, or routes), minimizing the number of query/response packets. In addition, the location update packets are also limited and infrequent. Thus, SOLAR protocols are able to maintain the lowest overhead among its competitors.

Approximation Factor for End-to-End Delay: The reasons given above also explain the approximation factor for delay of all the protocols as seen in Figure 3(c). LAR1 has the highest delay due to its iterative estimation of node location, and increased control overhead. In SOLAR-1, as the hub list size grows with the number of hubs, it takes a longer time to get the hub list of a destination with the assistance of only 1-hop neighbor information. Thus, the delay in SOLAR-1 increases marginally with increasing number of hubs. SOLAR-2, with more information, does considerably better than SOLAR-1, and is comparable to DSR. However, a point to note is that this delay in DSR is only averaged over the data packets it successfully received, which is far less than any other protocol. Overall, all protocols seem to perform the best with a moderate number of hubs for the default simulation terrain, hub size, and number of nodes. Accordingly, we set the default value of the
number of hubs to 15 (see Table II).

Note that the results on the relative performances of the three protocols shown in Figure 3 are generally applicable to all other four cases to be described below where the hub size is fixed but one of the other four parameters varies, although the explanations may be slightly different in those four cases.

B. Variation in Hub Size

We study the effects of the hub size on the protocol performance in this section. In the following simulations, the hubs were considered to be square regions with equal sizes.

Data Throughput: Figure 4(a) shows that SOLAR-2, SOLAR-1, and LAR1 perform consistently well across all hub sizes, with the SOLAR protocols doing the best. On the other hand, since small hubs force nodes to stay very close to one another within a hub, DSR is adversely affected by the broadcast storm problem mentioned before, and hence does not perform well with small hub sizes. On the other hand, hub size has minimal effect on the throughput performance of SOLAR and LAR.

Relative Control Overhead: Once again, LAR has the highest control overhead, followed by DSR, SOLAR-2 and SOLAR-1. The reasons are similar to those given in Section IV-A.

Approximation Factor for End-to-End Delay: Figure 4(c) shows LAR1 to have the highest approximation factor for the end-to-end delay, with DSR and SOLAR-2 at a comparable minimum. When the hubs are small, there is hardly any overlap amongst them. Thus, if a node moves out of a hub, it most likely has to move a relatively long distance before reaching another hub. This has a negative impact on the location estimation of LAR1. On other hand, when the hubs are larger, there is a greater chance for hubs to overlap. Thus, even if a node moves to a new hub, its locality with respect to the terrain remains the same. This aids LAR1 in estimating node locations more accurately, and leads to a lower discovery delay with increasing hub size.

DSR’s delay can also be negatively affected by MAC layer contention with smaller hub sizes, while SOLAR protocols enjoy a low hub list discovery latency as before, due to the use of the distributed location database within a network of acquaintances.

C. Variation in Inter-hub Speed

By varying the Inter-hub Speed we varied the amount of time nodes spend on average transiting in between hubs, with respect to their average Hub Stay Time. For the default Inter-hub Speed range given in Table II, the ratio of the Inter-hub Transit Time to Hub Stay Time is in between 0.3 to 0.15. We varied this speed from 2m/s to 30m/s so as to the change the value of this ratio from 2 to 0.15.

Data Throughput: Figure 5(a), shows that SOLAR-2, SOLAR-1, and LAR1 perform consistently well for the entire range, while DSR performance fluctuates at several points. LAR1 manages to maintain a high throughput only at the cost of higher overhead and higher delay as confirmed by our earlier observations. In the SOLAR protocols, high values of the ratio (i.e. nodes spending a large amount of time traveling
in between hubs) does not have a significant impact on the throughput performance. This is because in SOLAR, intermediate nodes also respond to queries, and cache data packets at each hub in the destination’s hub list, in addition to being able to reach the destination outside a hub during geographic forwarding. On the other hand, lower values of the ratio (i.e., nodes spend considerable amount of time within hubs) only substantiates the practicality of the hub list information. DSR seems to be doing relatively well for three different cases. First, when nodes spend more time outside hubs than inside, they have a low Inter-hub speed, in addition to the default low Intra-hub speed. This overall reduction in node velocity increases route stability in DSR, leading to good throughput. Second, when nodes spend most of their time within hubs, they move with low (default) Intra-hub speed leading once again to increased route stability. Third, DSR also seems to be doing well when nodes spend an equal amount of time inside and outside hubs, which leads to a more uniform node distribution that ultimately increases the chances of route discovery via flooding.

Relative Control Overhead: The relative performances of LAR1, SOLAR-2, and SOLAR-1 in Figure 5(b) are similar to that observed in Figure 4(b), and for similar reasons. While LAR1 and SOLAR protocols show more or less consistent performances, DSR performance directly reflects the impact of the three cases mentioned in the discussions of Data Throughput in this same section, on the control overhead.

Approximation Factor for End-to-End Delay: In terms of this metric, LAR1 has the highest values while both SOLAR-2 and DSR show comparable minimum results in Figure 5(c). DSR however, achieves this average approximation factor over a much smaller set of successfully delivered data packets when compared to the other three protocols. SOLAR-2 does better than SOLAR-1 as expected due to a higher amount of hub list caching. As node speed increases however, and they stay in hubs more often and travel very quickly in between hubs (i.e. lower ratio values), LAR may cache the lower Intra-hub Speed and estimate a region around the last known hub. Thus, anytime a node moves out of a hub, LAR1 may fail to estimate the location correctly, thereby incurring higher delay with decreasing values of the ratio of Inter-hub time to hub stay time. This is also supported by marginal increase in LAR1 overhead, and marginal decrease in LAR1 throughput for smaller ratio values.

D. Variation in Radio Range (and Hub Size)

The effect of a fixed radio range on varying hub sizes has already been discussed in Section IV-B. In this section, we scale the terrain up by varying the hub size and the radio range simultaneously, while retaining the default number of nodes and data connections.

Data Throughput: As seen in Figure 6(a), all protocols perform poorly with a smaller radio range. This can be explained as follows. In general, the average path length (in radio hops) between a source-destination pair increases with a smaller radio range. For LAR1 and DSR, the main impact of this effect is to increase the probability of a link failure, and ultimately leading to route failures. In the SOLAR protocols, a reduced radio range implies a lower number of radio neighbors who can continue greedy forwarding. This in turn increases the probability of failure due to the occurrence of local maxima in greedy forwarding. With larger radio ranges, all protocols perform much better as expected.

Relative Control Overhead: Due to an increased average path length caused by a smaller radio range, flooding based
protocols will incur higher overhead and delays. This is confirmed in Figure 6(b), which shows that both LAR1 and DSR have significant amount of control overhead for lower radio range values. However, in the SOLAR protocols this effect is not as significant as in DSR or LAR1. For smaller radio ranges, nodes in SOLAR have a lower number of neighbors that implies a lower number of acquaintances and lower protocol maintenance overhead on average. For higher radio ranges, nodes get to know of many other nodes’ hub lists, leading to reduced overhead in terms of request/response packets. Thus, the overhead in SOLAR is seen to be consistent across varying radio ranges.

**Approximation Factor for End-to-End Delay:** Figure 6(c) shows the delay for both LAR1 and DSR to be significantly higher for low radio range values. This is because longer paths in source routing schemes break more often, causing retransmissions resulting in higher delays. In the SOLAR protocols, since nodes move in an orbit, they continue to share hub lists with other nodes in hubs and is unaffected by the varying radio range. Thus, the delay performance remains consistently lower with respect to DSR and LAR1.

An interesting point worth mentioning here is the relation of the node/route discovery latency in each protocol with the path length (in radio hops) between the source and the destination. In both LAR1 and DSR, the discovery latency for a previously unknown node may be directly proportional to the distance (in radio hops) between the source and the destination. Even if the caches within nodes are considered, longer routes have a higher probability of link breaks, leading to higher delay. However, in SOLAR protocols, this relation is not that intuitive. For example, in SOLAR-1, a source node may need to learn about a destination 2 hops away by querying an acquaintance that is say 4 hops away, thereby increasing the approximation factor for the end-to-end delay (i.e., the observed delay with respect to the ideal delay based on the distance between the source and the destination). On the other hand, it is equally likely that a source node may learn about a destination that is 4 hops away by simply querying a 1 hop neighbor, that happens to be an acquaintance of the destination. More specifically, since the hub lists stay valid much longer than route caches, longer source-destination distances may still have end-to-end delays close to the ideal case due to reduced discovery latency. Thus, in SOLAR the discovery latency is tightly coupled with the knowledge of each node about other nodes’ hub lists, and not as much dependent on the radio hop distance between the source and the destination as in LAR1 and DSR.

**E. Variation in Number of Nodes (and Data Connections)**

Finally, we study the effect of network load on our routing protocols by varying the number of nodes while keeping the number of connections per user constant, resulting in a varying total number of connections.

**Data Throughput:** With a small number of nodes (and connections), LAR1 performs the best as shown in Figure 7(a). In this case, DSR also benefits considerably and in fact, performs as well as SOLAR protocols. As for the SOLAR protocols, a very small number of nodes increases the chances of encountering a local maxima (or routing hole) while performing geographic forwarding. Additionally, with a fewer connections, SOLAR protocols can no longer benefit much by allowing nodes to learn other node’s hub lists as they forward data packets for other nodes. Nonetheless, as the number of nodes (and data connections) increases beyond 40, SOLAR achieves highest throughput while DSR begins to get increasingly affected by the broadcast storm problem as discussed earlier.

**Relative Control Overhead:** As shown in Figure 7(b), for all the protocols, the relative overhead reduces with increased number of nodes as they can make better use of the different information (path, location, velocity, hub list) cached in the intermediate nodes. The relative performance of the three protocols remains unchanged.

**Approximation Factor for End-to-End Delay:** Figure 7(c) shows that both LAR1 and DSR have a significantly higher delays with a small number of nodes as in the case of having a small radio range (though not as bad). This is because flooding becomes ineffective when there is a only small number of nodes that are restricted to move and stay within fixed hubs. On the other hand, in SOLAR protocols, the orbital mobility information of the nodes is still effective enough to keep the node discovery latency to a consistently low value.

To summarize, based on the above study, we can firmly claim that while DSR and LAR make tradeoffs between throughput, control overhead and delay, SOLAR is far superior to any one of these protocols in terms of higher data throughput, lower control overhead, and shorter end-to-end delay.
In this work, we have exploited a higher level of mobility information abstraction. Specifically, we have observed the social influence on the macro-mobility of a MANET user and suggested an orbital movement pattern for mobile users based on a list of places or hubs that they frequently visit. We have used this simple yet practical mobility information to perform intelligent routing. In particular, we have proposed a Sociological Orbit aware Location Approximation and Routing (SOLAR) protocol for MANET and established the advantages of SOLAR over conventional MANET routing protocols like LAR and DSR in terms of higher data throughput, lower control overhead, and lower end-to-end delay.

V. CONCLUSION
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Fig. 7. (a) Data Throughput (b) Relative Control Overhead (c) Approximation Factor for End-to-End Delay, vs. Number of Nodes (Data Connections = 2 x Number of Nodes)